
 

 

How to grab the ready stock in Malaysia? 

1. We understand the trust is not easy to build. So we suggest to start with a 

small order like 5,000 box or 10,000 box. Then continues can add on the 

order with larger quantity. 

2.  Ready stock in market is not fixed and cant be commit. Therefore, we will 

plan the time frame to grab stock for you according to your order quantity. 

If our on hand quota is exceed, then we may close the quota to new buyers 

for Ready Stock order. 

3.  If somehow we unable to fullfil the ready stock order delivery on the 

quantitiy buyers order, we may refund the balance outstanding stock or 

carry forward the payment to next batch order schedule.  

 

This is the current situation happening now in Malaysia, buyers are holding Cash 

to grab the stock by queueing in front of the factory or warehouse. 

Who pay first, who can get the stock first. 

 

 



You can Grab the ready stock in Malaysia now. 

But you need to follow our precedure to order the ready stock.  

Let us tell you what is happen in our country and how the people grab the ready 

stock? 

How the ready stock come out from factory or distributors? 

1. The extra stock during the factory production. 

2. Buyers cancel order stock. 

3. Distributors sell their stock in the market. 

4. Reseller bought the stock previously and hold the stock till price increase to 

let go in market. 

5. Some seller they buy from distributors and resale to the market. 

How to trade the ready stock? 

4. Factory or Distributors will have some ready stock to put market to sell 

everyday. 

5. We may not know the brand, size, quantity or price until the stock already 

put to market to sell. 

6. We are the sales agent carry for more than 30 brands in Malaysia gloves 

market. So we know well about the gloves market info and we got many 

source on hand. 

7. We will receive the ready stock list from different brand everday. 

8. We suggest buyers not to choose brand to orders, as the demand now is 

very high, we suggest to mixed brand order and this will make things deal 

faster.  

9. To buy ready stock with seller, we need to follow seller requirement like 

mixed size for 1 trade. You unable to choose only 1 size or 2 size. This is call 

pre-order and not the ready stock trade.  

Example 1 : S 10% M30% L40% XL20% 

Example 2 : S 20% M30% L40% XL10%  

Example 3 : S 30% M40% L30%  

Example 4 : S 20% M40% L40%  

Example 5 : S 10% M50% L40%  

Example 6 : M50% L50%  



**The quantity of size ratio is not confirm. Seller will update to us for each 

batch. 

How to grab the ready stock? 

10. We need to prepare Cash on hand only able to grab the ready stock. 

11. To grab the ready stock we need to be fast than others only we success to 

get it. 

12. We have our own team to get the source and to grab the ready stock 

everyday. 

How buyers and sales agent to make this deal happen? 

13.  Buyers can sign a S&P (Sales & Purchase Agreement). 

14.  Full Payment TT / PayPal to our company account, can pay batch by batch. 

15.  Buyers have to trust Sales agent for the Ready Stock trade. This is not a 

easy deal, because in market there was many Sales Agent to grab stock for 

their oversea buyers. The success deal is because of the Buyers trust the 

Sales agent. But most of the trade is not success deal because lack of trust, 

each time ready stock list out, oversea buyers take long time to consider 

and think. Then the ready stock gone to others buyers. Only 10% aggreasive 

& experience sales agent success trade for ready stock gloves, 90% of sales 

agent failed because of they waiting the confirmation from oversea buyers 

for long time, some stock only got less than 1 hour to confirm. If more than 

that 1 hour, the goods already grab from others. 

16.  We understand the trust is not easy to build. So we suggest to start with a 

small order like 5,000 box or 10,000 box. Then continues can add on the 

order with larger quantity. 

17.  Ready stock in market is not fixed and cant be commit. Therefore, we will 

plan the time frame to grab stock for you according to your order quantity. 

If our on hand quota is exceed, then we may close the quota to new buyers 

for Ready Stock order. 

18.  If somehow we unable to fullfil the ready stock order delivery on the 

quantitiy buyers order, we may refund the balance outstanding stock or 

carry forward the payment to next batch order schedule.  

19.  Every batch ordered we bought from market for our buyers, we take a 

photo with a paper written buyer’s “Name + Date + Qty box” to show the 



proof as we had bought it for buyers. “Photo + Video” will show to buyers 

after we bought the ready stock to our buyers. 

 

 

 

There are more than 30 difference brands of Ready Stock gloves in Malaysia 

market. We will collect the ready stocks from the 30 difference brands to get the 

quantity that you request.  

For example, if you request ready stock 100,000 boxes of gloves, sometime 

maybe mixed with 2 , 3 or 4 brands depends on the situation. Sorry that we need 

to mix up many difference brands for you because Malaysia is lack of Ready Stock 

now. The mix up 30 difference brands listed as following :  



 

 

 



 



 



 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 



 

All above are 30 difference brands of glove in READY STOCK in Malaysia. Sorry 

that we are not allow customer to select which brand to buy, because ready stock 

sold out too quickly. Example if today we promise to sell you brand C, but 

tomorrow brand C is sold out before you make payment to us. End up we cannot 

sell you brand C but have to change order selling you Brand B or Brand A for 

instead. Although you cannot select which brand to buy but you may tell us your 

requirement, we will try our best to find the ready stock that meet your 

requirement.  



You don’t have to worry about our glove quality because Malaysia glove quality is 

always the best among all countries. You may google search “Which country the 

best quality of glove”, screenshot at below : 
 

 

After you made payment, please allow 3 days to 1 week for us to buy the ready 

stocks of glove from factories or distributers in Malaysia. 

We ship glove from Malaysia to you by Fedex/DHL/TNT. It takes only 4-7 days to 

arrive at your door. 

Payment method : Pre-pay full payment by Bank Telegraphy Transfer or Paypal. 


